Global EMC Filter Market 2014-2018

Description: About EMC Filter

Electromagnetic Compatibility is a phenomenon that describes the ability of electronic and electrical systems or components to function correctly when they are close together. An EMC filter consists of capacitors which is usually of one or two coils, whose main objective is to protect the device from outside interference. Additionally, EMC filter has to protect outside devices which are connected to it from the interference caused by the device itself. EMC filters can be classified by load types into two filters: single phase and three phase filters. These filters have the applications to reduce the interference in the instrument which produces symmetrical and asymmetrical inference. These filter are adopted by various industries such as Energy Efficient Drive Systems, Consumer Durable, Automotive, Machine Tools and Robotics, Power, Railway and Others.

The analysts forecast the Global EMC Filter market to grow at a CAGR of 6.02 percent over the period 2013-2018.

Covered in this Report
The Global EMC Filter market can be segmented by three types: By Load Type, by Insertion loss and by Application. By Load type Global EMC Filter market has been categorized into two types: 1-phase EMC Filters and 3-phase EMC Filters.

The report, Global EMC Filter Market 2014-2018, has been prepared based on an in-depth market analysis with inputs from industry experts. It also covers the Global EMC Filter market landscape and its growth prospects in the coming years. The report also includes a discussion of the key vendors operating in this market.

Key Regions
- EMEA
- APAC
- Americas

Key Vendors
- ESCO Technologies
- Schaffner Holding AG
- TDK Corp.

Other Prominent Vendors
- DEM Manufacturing
- PREMO Corp.
- REO Ltd.
- TE Connectivity Ltd.
- Total EMC Products Ltd.

Market Drivers
- Increasing Demand from Electronic Industry
- For a full, detailed list, view our report.

Market Challenges
- Increasing Competition from Cross-technology Filters
- For a full, detailed list, view our report.

Market Trends
- Increase in Partnership
- For a full, detailed list, view our report.

Key Questions Answered in this Report
- What will the market size be in 2018 and what will the growth rate be?
What are the key Market Trends?
What is driving this market?
What are the challenges to market growth?
Who are the key vendors in this market space?
What are the market opportunities and threats faced by the key vendors?
What are the strengths and weaknesses of the key vendors?

The report is also available as part of our annual subscription offer. Please get in touch with our customers service team in order to find out more.
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